LIBERAL   REPUBLICANISM
The most representative spokesman of that middle party,
unwilling to be driven into either of the opposite camps and
yet realizing the difficulties of neutrality, is probably Emile
Faguet.1 His Liberalism may be described as a halfway-house
philosophy. He is not a Catholic, and would be opposed to the
excessive power of the Church, but neither is he an anti-
clerical ; clericalism is no longer a real problem.2 He is*far from
being a Socialist and cannot envisage any drastic alteration of
the present-day economic system; but he is not hostile to
every sort of State interference : each question is to be looked
at carefully on its own merits, and pauperism, public health and
conditions of labour are all matters that can no longer be left
altogether alone ; in fact, social reform by the State is the best
antidote to Socialism,3 He believes in democracy, and in the
general applications of the principles of I7894: but in two
essays he denounces the present parliamentary system as
involving " le culte de Pincompetence " and " Thorreur des
responsabilites." He wants "a Government to be very strong
in its legitimate sphere and helpless outside it—that is, asking
from citizens for what it needs to defend the country, govern
it and administer justice," but " without any interference in
religion, in private consciences, in teaching, in the discussion
of ideas, or in propaganda"5—not realizing that it is in the
1	fimile  Faguet   (1847-1916):   Professor  of French Literature   in   the
University of Paris. He published numerous volumes of literary criticism and
history; his political ideas are to be found mainly in Problemes politique du
Temps present (1899), Questions politiques (1902), Le Culte de F Incompetence
(1910), and VHorreur des Responsabilites (1911); as well as the three volumes
of his Politiques etMoralistes (1890-1899).
2	It is clear, for instance, that religious questions did not matter enough in
his eyes for him to understand why people made such a fuss about them. Nor
did he ever grasp what Socialism was really about.
" La lutte d'aujourd'huf contre le clericalisrne ressemble trait pour trait
a la revocation de 1'Edit de Nantes, a Louis XIV. exterminant un ennemi
imaginaire qui etait absolument inoffensif depuis soisante ans" {Questions
politiques^ p. 325). This was written in 1902.
3	See the whole essay on Le Bocialisme en 1899 in Questions politiques.
4	The above essay and that on La France en 1789 in the same book contain
some interesting remarks on the Revolution. Faguet is always suggestive and
stimulating, and he understood the Revolution very well.
5	Preface to Riou, Aux £coutes de I a France qui vient* p. 33.
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